ANNEXURE-I

Procedure for generating Attendance Statement
Steps:
1. Circle Home Page LoginEnter Mobile NoEnter OTPGo
2. In the Logged Home Page  Click Statement Button
3. Click on Subordinate Name
4. For setting Statement period,
a. Start date is default set by system as the next day of last submitted date cannot be
modified
b. End date is normally last day of month, If any Place/Post transfer during the
statement period with a shift change, then Split the period with in the month.
c. Select Shift Group All time calculation in statement is depends on this.
d. Select Circle(s) If employee has worked more Circles during statement period
select the respective circles.
e. Click Initiate.

After ‘initiate’ a detailed day wise report page will be displayed with system calculated data
of attendance markings of the employee.

5. Controlling officers are required to select his/her decision on the field coloured as red. By
clicking on Show all dates button he can modify the system decision other than the
leaves captured from SAP.
6. Only approved leaves are captured from ERP, even if the leaves are approved and not
shown in the right side pane leave table, you can click on Pull leave from ERP Button to
capture leave.

7. After selecting your decision, add Remark and click on submit for Approval.
8. Some type of selection such as On Duty/Exceptional Reason etc. should be approved
by higher authority. So proper justification must be typed in the remark area.

9. If any calculation errors due to the inappropriate shift taken by the system, you
can use the left side pane to recalculate.

10. Pull down the particular day
11. Select appropriate shift which matches the IN and Out Time
12. Click Pencil Button

13. System will display the new calculation according to the shift selected.
14. Click Save This Shift Button to update the data
15. Click on Show/Refresh button.

16. The decision like Full Day Leave/Half day leave will be forwarded to ERP for updating
in Employee SAP Leave data. The leave will be updated by the system depending on the
leave quota availability with a priority sequence of CL, EL and Pay deduction.
17. If an employee wishes to avail a particular type of leave, it must be submitted through
ERP.
18. Full Day Leave submitting through Attendance portal may lead to pay deduction if
CL/EL quota is empty.
NB:-This document is prepared on 22/11/2022. It is described as per the rules or
methods/features available in the system at the time of document preparation. These
may be modified or deleted in future for a better interface.

